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Abstract—Despite the availability of natural disaster related time
series data for last 110 years, there is no forecasting tool available to
humanitarian relief organizations to determine forecasts for
emergency logistics planning. This study develops a forecasting tool
based on identifying probability of disaster for each country in the
world by using decision tree modeling. Further, the determination of
aggregate forecasts leads to efficient pre-disaster planning. Based on
the research findings, the relief agencies can optimize the various
resources allocation in emergency logistics planning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

M

ANAGING supply chain network has become a vital
global issue in the context of the severe effect of natural
disasters and a wide variety of other reasons such as industrial
plant fires, transportation delays, work stoppages, and it
remains a largely unexplored area in research and practice.
With increasing numbers of natural and man–made disasters,
organizations are facing challenges due to limited number of
available experienced logistics experts and the need for better
coordination of those involved in vulnerable logistics
networks. Moreover, companies running lean operations no
longer have inventory or excess capacity to make up for
production losses, resulting into rapid escalation of material
flow problems to wide-scale network disruptions.
The dynamic nature of the global supply chain environment
dictates that the companies with resilient supply chains in the
future will have a sustainable competitive advantage over
other firms.
Over the past three decades, the number of reported
disasters has increased fourfold. Around 6.1 billion people
have been affected by disasters with an estimated damage of
almost 2.3 trillion dollars [1]. An adequate level of mitigation
measures and a coordinated post-disaster relief logistics
management may help to reduce the loss of both human lives
and economic damage. Time plays a critical role in the logistic
plan, and it directly affects the survival rate in affected areas.
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This makes the task of logistics planning and supply chain
management more complex than conventional distribution
problems.
The emergency supply chain differs from the normal supply
chain in many ways such as huge surge of demand with a
short notice, damaged roadways, chaotic behavior of victims,
break-down of infrastructure and communication lines, short
lead time, major uncertainties about what is actually needed
and what is available at the site, large volumes of critical
supplies to be transported and so on. Under these critical
conditions, delivering supplies becomes an extremely difficult
task for the suppliers with limited or nonexistent
transportation capacity. The design of a reliable emergency
supply chain network is hampered by a lack of (1) knowledge
about how emergent supply chains operate and interact, (2)
methods to analyze and coordinate the flows of both priority
and non-priority goods, and (3) scientific methods to analyze
logistics systems under extreme conditions. Furthermore,
forecasting and evaluating the reliability of transportation
networks are significant for path selection in emergency
logistics management under earthquake and other natural
disasters. The reliability of arcs and nodes of a transportation
network is time-varying under disaster conditions.
In major non-natural disasters such as terrorist attacks (e.g.,
September 11, 2001) or natural disasters such as the Hurricane
Katrina of 2005 a disaster management structure organizer
will face significant problems of emergency services and
evacuation. In several disasters, the disaster area requests
residents to be evacuated of the area and need to be moved to
safe places as fast as possible, leading to a sudden and great
surge of demands for emergency services.
Humanitarian relief organizations and NGO’s are mostly
non-profit organizations with the idea of providing critical
services to the public in order to minimize the pain and
sufferings after a natural disaster. According to UN Office for
Humanitarian Affairs, there is increasing human vulnerability
in natural disasters, 244.7 million affected in 2011, and in
complex emergencies 54 million in need of life-saving
assistance in 2011. Furthermore, emergency management
involves preparing for disaster before it happens, responding
to disasters immediately, as well as supporting, and rebuilding
societies after the natural or human-made disasters have
occurred. It is essential to have comprehensive emergency
plans and evaluate and improve the plans continuously.
Immediately after the disaster, there is a huge surge of
demand of relief materials with a short notice and the
humanitarian relief organizations often face significant
problems of emergency logistics management such as
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transporting large amounts of many different commodities
including food, clothing, medicine, medical supplies,
machinery, and personnel from several origins to several
destinations inside the disaster area. The transportation of
supplies and relief personnel must be done quickly and
efficiently to maximize the survival rate of the affected
population and minimize the cost of such operations. The
demands in the relief chain occur in irregular amounts and at
irregular intervals and occur suddenly, such that the locations
are often completely unknown until the demand occurs.
In large-scale disasters such as earthquakes or hurricanes
and biological attacks, facilities cannot satisfy the demand in
the disaster area by the simple point that if the region is
damaged, then the facilities placed near the disaster area will
be damaged as well. For instance, in the 2008 earthquake in
Sichuan region of China, Wenchuan, destroyed an area about
66 km long and 20 km wide, was called as “very terrible” [2].
Majority of local health facilities had been damaged and their
personnel killed or injured. After the earthquake in Haiti
(January 2010), we saw from the media that almost all help
came only from international organizations due to the total
damage of local facilities. This study develops a forecasting
tool to assess the logistic and supply needs, and the
population’s needs as a consequence of a disaster, as well as
the available local capacity and complementary requirements
to meet those needs. It is important to determine not only the
needs of the affected population, but also the needs of the
relief organizations that perform the relief tasks. A disaster
scenario is usually a dynamic and changing situation, thus the
tool must help not only to identify the current situation, but
also to anticipate future needs
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
One of the earliest studies for logistics management in relief
operations was addressed by [3], for the increasing refugee
population in Somalia. Subsequently, [4] addressed the need
of logistics management in relief operations for the 1985
Mexico City earthquake. Some specific features of the
emergency logistics problem were studied in the routing
literature by [5], [6]; however, the general logistics problem
involving relief supplies distribution characteristics received
far less attention. Further, [7], [8] addressed the mathematical
formulations for commodities transportation in emergency. [9]
extended the commodity logistics model to integrate the
wounded evacuation and emergency medical centre location
problems, and the logistics operations are illustrated by a
concrete application on earthquake scenario. Further, [10]
present a meta-heuristic of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
for solving the logistics problem arising in disaster relief
activities. The logistics planning involves dispatching
commodities to distribution centers in the affected areas and
evacuating the wounded people to medical centers.
Furthermore, [11] proposed a model to determine the number
and location of distribution centers to be used in relief
operations.
Humanitarian logistics, also called relief supply chain
management, have gained attention due to an increasing
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number of natural and man-made disasters and the recognition
of the central role of logistics in responding to these [12]. The
needs are expected to increase another five-fold over the next
fifty years’ [13]. However, the literature in the area of
humanitarian logistics is largely focused on handbooks and
general procedures [14]. [15] have reviewed the literature on
disaster operations management, resulting in only 109
academic articles published in operations management related
journals, indicating needs for more research on the subject.
The analytical techniques used in the field of operations
research and management include mainly simulation,
optimization and statistics. They concluded that most of the
disaster management research was related to social sciences
and humanities literature. [16], and [17] discuss the need for
speed and better coordination between those involved in the
humanitarian logistics network. Logistics in humanitarian aid
operations are highly dynamic, innovative and characterized
by complexity of operational conditions and often politically
volatile climate, high level of uncertainties in terms of demand
and supplies, pressure of time and high staff turnover [18],
[19]. Some studies such as [20], [21], [13], [19], and [22],
emphasized that some supply chain concepts share similarities
to emergency logistics and therefore can be successfully
adapted in emergency response logistics. Reference [23]
discussed the food security and humanitarian assistance
among displaced Iraqi populations in Jordan and Syria. In a
recent study, [24] highlighted pre-storm emergency supplies
inventory planning. More research is needed to develop new
models or new variants of old ones, especially in
preparedness, response and recovery stages of the disaster
management.
Although the literature in logistics management is
extensive, the particular problem on the reliability of supply
chains in emergency logistics planning has received little
attention. Reference [25] studied the supply chain system
reliability based on Markov process for normal business
supply chains. Huang evaluated the reliability of railway
emergency supply chain in China. Reference [26] proposed
the GO methodology to analyze the transportation network
reliability for emergency logistics; [27] recently studied the
supply chain reliability in emergency situations in China.
However, none of these studies provide an in-depth analysis of
reliability of supply chains under natural disasters and
vulnerability. Moreover, to my best knowledge, there is no
research dealing with these two aspects of humanitarian and
commercial logistics in an integrated manner which is the
subject of this study, though such plan can significantly
enhance the system-wide operational efficiency.
Reference [28] mentioned five reasons why the research in
this area is very important. The first reason, [29] emphasized
that the current method is not enough and that something has
to be done to improve the emergency supply chain. Second,
the cost in terms of both economic impact and human
suffering is still growing. Third, there are many different
organizations donating money and resource for the
humanitarian / disaster relief event, so we have to find the best
way to spend this money [30]. The fourth reason, how
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emergency supply chain systems can be organized to deal with
uncertainty. Finally, by studying emergency supply chain we
can deal with outcome rather than cost such as time because
the time is very important in relief process specially the first
72 hours.
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III. METHODOLOGY
A. Decision Tree Modeling
Decision trees are usually used to provision decisionmaking in an uncertain situation. For instance, in finding the
probability of disaster happening for each country and the
approximate number of victims before the disaster happens or
when it happens so the government and the relief organization
can predict the number of victims. This information can be
gathered to respond faster to the situation. Decision trees sort
this type of analysis reasonably easy to apply.
A decision tree has three kinds of nodes: (a) decision (b)
chance, and (c) leaf. The branches creating from a decision
node exemplify options existing; those originating from an
unplanned node characterize uncontrollable occasions. At
every chance node, every division is assigned a restricted
probability like the probability of the occurrence represented
by the branch, conditioned upon the information existing at
the node. Leaf nodes exemplify the probable endpoints, i.e. the
consequences of the decisions and chance results connected
with the path from the start of the tree.

replacements, and every decision node is labeled with the
value of the optimal that has the biggest rate. Consider the
next instance to describe the “roll-up” idea.
Suppose a disaster happens in one country in the world, in
this situation the lead time will be approximately zero. So the
government and the relief organization should take the
decision “What is the approximate number of victims?” very
fast. By using the proposed Decision tree Model, which is
builded on the disaster historical data, they can find an
approximate number of people to start relief operation, after
that they can modify it to the actual data according to the
current situation. Table I shows a sample of the Decision tree
Model with the all available data.
If the probability of disaster occur for specific country
wanted for example “Ethiopia” and the type of disaster is
flood. The probability of disaster will be multiplication of all
the probabilities.
Ethiopia,
Ethiopia

Ethiopia,
0.036 0.1261
0.7323
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0.1558

0.4082

0.1558

Ethiopia,
0.7450
0.7323
Ethiopia,

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The disaster data for each country has been collected from
the Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters
(CRED)’s EM-DAT worldwide database for natural disasters.
This has been sponsored by the United States Agency for
International Development’s Office of Foreign Disaster
Assistance (USAID/OFDA). It contains data from year 1900
to 2011. CRED has compiled the data from numerous sources
including UN agencies, NGOs, insurance companies and
research institutes [31]. Systematic collection and analysis of
these data provides invaluable information to governments and
relief agencies in charge of relief and recovery activities. EMDAT provides an objective basis for vulnerability assessment
and rational decision making in disaster situations. In addition
to providing information on the human impact of disasters,
such as the number of people killed, injured or affected, EMDAT provides disaster-related economic damage estimates
and disaster-specific international aid contributions.
If you could somehow define exactly what would occur as a
result of selecting each choice in a decision, making decisions
would be easy. In calculating the relief materials quantity
decisions, where there are significant uncertain variables
which make the approximate number of victims very hard to
predict. The objective of choosing the optimal solution, the top
set of selections at the decision nodes—can be reached by
applying a “roll-up” method to the decision tree. Beginning
with the leaf nodes and continuing recursively to the root, each
node is tagged by the value of the condition it exemplifies.
Every chance node is labeled with the probable value of its

0.4082

0.1170

0.004

V. CONCLUSION
In disaster response actions, the survival rate among
affected people depends on the effectiveness of search and
rescue operations and this requires, in turn, a good pre-disaster
planning. Despite availability of annual natural disaster related
data from 1900 to 2011, there is no forecasting tool available
to humanitarian relief organizations to forecast the aggregate
number of people affected, economic losses, number of natural
disasters, and the number of people killed. Using the historical
data, the probabilities of disaster occurrence have been found
for each country in the world and for each kind of disaster.
These probabilities have been used to build the Decision tree
models which will use as a forecasting tool to predict the
probability of disaster and all the variables. Furthermore,
Decision trees are usually used to provision decision-making
in an uncertain situation. These forecasts are used by the
various international and national humanitarian organizations
in emergency logistics planning. This leads to better
coordination of search and rescue activities and efficient
evacuation of injured people. Furthermore, overall health
conditions of everyone in the affected area depend on the
timely availability of commodities such as food shelter and
medicine.
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TABLE I
SAMPLE OF THE DECISION TREE MODEL
Average Average of
P (Hit by
Type of
of no_
No. of
natural
disaster
killed
Victims
disasters)
Earthquake
3
120
Epidemic
82
104887
6.19%
Flood
2
5122
Storm
4
8228
Epidemic
7
749
Flood
2
2500
1.83%
Storm
0
300
Volcano
0
71050
Epidemic
19
886
1.61% Flood
65
80000
Storm
0
775
Flood
0
3507
Insect
0.92%
0
0
infestation
Storm
3
15675
Drought
0
12600000
Epidemic
90
2879
Flood
48
40857
Insect
0
0
infestation
11.70% Mass
13
0
movement dry
Mass
13
97
movement wet
Volcano
5
2000
Wildfire
0
5
Drought
0
2700000
Earthquake
1
0
117
401337
12.61% Epidemic
Flood
20
48656
Mass
14
7
movement wet
Epidemic
121
3055
Flood
10
27197
8.72% Insect
0
0
infestation
Storm
50
178318
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